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RIPPLE SHADE

RIPPLE SHADE COLLECTION
The Ripple Shade is a contemporary window treatment that brings a delicate soft ﬂow to your window
covering. Draped with a perfect blend of aesthetics and functionality, Ripple Shade oﬀers both the
luxury of a curtain with the simplistic structure and function of a blind. Available with a choice of
top tracks that oﬀer durable smooth operation.
·

The Luxury of a curtain the structure of a blind

·

Suitable for large and wide areas

·

Combines perfectly with a screen or blockout Roller blind

FABRIC RANGE
The Ripple Shade fabric collection is available in three ranges.
Perth is a sheer fabric that ﬁlters light and allows a view to the outside. It is available in 7 neutral
colours. Perth can also be lined with a Dim Out lining and serve a dim out and privacy function.
Hobart is a light ﬁltering product with a heavier weight available in 5 colours, It can also be lined
with a Dim out lining.
Cairns is our Dim Out lining. It is available in 4 complimentary colours. Cairns can be used to line
the other ranges or used independently.

Dim Out

Dim Out Centre Split

Dim Out Left Stack

Fully Closed

Fully Open

Fully Open

Sheer

Sheer Centre Split

Sheer Left Stack

Fully Closed

Fully Open

Partially Open

TRACK CHOICE
At the heart of the Ripple Shade is the track system. The track allows the window covering to provide
the modern ripple eﬀect while keeping the runners perfectly spaced from each other.
The Ripple Shade has a number of tracks that provide for diﬀerent aesthetics and functionality. All
Ripple Shade tracks are designed for heavy duty applications and are available to handle heavier
fabrics and wider widths.
Tracks are available for top or reveal ﬁxing or for single/double wall or face ﬁxing. The runners come
in a variety of fullness factors ranging from 100% to 40% fullness to allow for ﬂexibility in the look
and the stack size.
Below is a an illustrative summary of our track systems

Ripple Avant Silver.
Available in Anthracite,
Champagne, Silver and White.

Ripple Top Fix Hand
Drawn

Ripple Urban Anthracite
Available in nthracite,
Champagne, Silver and White.

Ripple Cord Drawn

Ripple Hand Drawn

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
The Blind Designs Ripple Shade window covering is a ﬂexible, heavy duty window covering that is suitable for use in residential
and commercial environments.
The Blind Designs Ripple Shade features heavy duty track systems with runners equally spaced to allow for a symmetrical
appearance of the fabric across the full width of the Ripple Shade.
The Fabric attaches to the track using a brass press stud that locates on the pendant of the track. Ripple Shade to use a
Master leading carrier to give maximum stability and durability as the leading runner. Fabrics to be 100% Polyester and to
come in Sheer/Light Filtering and Dimout options

Tracks
Top Fix Hand Drawn: Curtain track to be Blind Designs Top Fix Hand Drawn. Track to feature a bracketless installation to
ensure a quick and neat installation in top ﬁx applications.
Hand Drawn: Curtain track to be Blind Designs Hand Drawn. Track is available as a Top Fix, Face Fix and Double Face Fix
Steel bracket for installation.
Cord Drawn: Curtain track to be Blind Designs Cord Drawn. Track is available as a Top Fix and Single Face Fix Aluminium
bracket for installation. Cords to run in a separate channel to the runners so as not to interfere with operation.
Urban Hand Drawn: Curtain track to be Blind Designs Urban Hand Drawn. Track to be round and 26mm in diameter with
an internal channel to accommodate runners. Track is available as a Top Fix, Face Fix and Double Face Fix aluminium bracket.
Urban track is available in four attractive ﬁnishes and is particularly suitable for areas where the hardware is exposed and
should be a feature.
Avant Hand Drawn: Curtain track to be Blind Designs Avant Hand Drawn. Track to be rectangular with an internal channel
to accommodate runners. Track is available as a Top Fix, Face Fix and Double Face Fix aluminium bracket. Avant track is
available in four attractive ﬁnishes and is particularly suitable for areas where the hardware is exposed and should be a
feature.
Runners: Runners to be two wheeled runners for heavy duty applications. Runner spacing is available in either 40%, 60%,
80% and 100% fullness
Master Carrier: The lead runner is to be a master carrier to provide maximum stability and durability
Tape:

The top tape attached to the fabric is to have brass press studs spaced at 108mm increments. Tape is available in

either white or an transparent option.
Fabric
Sheer: Fabric to be 100% polyester and to provide a view to the outside in daylight hours
Light Filtering Fabric to be 100% polyester and to diﬀuse the light entering the room while providing privacy
Dim Out Fabric to be 100% polyester and to darken the room
Available fabric combinations:
Sheer
Light Filtering
Dim Out
Sheer lined with Dim Out
Light Filtering lined with Dim Out

(Filters light and sun and provides a view to the outside)
(Filters light and sun and provides day and night privacy)
(Blocks out light and sun and darkens the room)
(The appearance of the sheer fabric, functionality of dim out)
(The appearance of the light ﬁlter fabric, functionality of dim out)
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